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ABSTRACT
Genetic programming (GP) systems have traditionally used a fixed training population to evolve best-of-run programs according to problem-specific fitness criteria. The ideal GP training population would be sufficiently representative of each of the potentially difficult situations encountered during subsequent program use to allow the resulting best-of-run programs to handle each test situation in an optimized manner. Practical considerations limit the size of the training population, thus reducing the percentage of situations explicitly anticipated by that population. As a result, best-of-run programs may fail to exhibit sufficiently optimized performance during subsequent program testing. This paper summarizes an investigation into the effects of creating a new randomly generated training population prior to the fitness evaluation of each generation of programs. Test results suggest that this alternative approach to training can bolster generalization of evolved solutions, improving the mean program performance while significantly reducing variance in the fitness of best-of-run programs.

1. Introduction
Genetic programming (GP) systems have traditionally used a fixed training population to evolve programs according to problem-specific fitness criteria. Koza ([17], p. 95) explains his rationale for using fixed training populations during program evolution in the following manner: “One can minimize the effect of selecting a particular selection of fitness cases by computing fitness using a different set of fitness cases in each generation. Because the potential benefit of this approach is offset by the inconvenience associated with noncomparability of performance of a particular individual across generations, we do not use this approach in [17]. Instead, fitness cases are chosen at the beginning of each run and not varied from generation to generation.”

Best-of-run programs evolved using a fixed training population frequently exhibit optimal (or near-optimal) performance in competitive survival environments explicitly represented by that training population. Unfortunately, subsequent performance of these programs is generally less than optimal when situations arise that were not explicitly anticipated during program evolution. Recent attempts to bolster program generalization (the ability to correctly handle situations not explicitly anticipated during training) have considered the possibility of randomly changing the training population prior to the fitness evaluation of each generation of programs. This paper summarizes related research, demonstrates that the new methodology can improve mean fitness of best-of-run programs evolved by GP systems while significantly reducing variance in that fitness (when subsequently tested against arbitrary test populations), and suggests topics for future investigation.

2. Current Approaches
Several researchers have investigated the effects of changing the training population during program evolution. This section summarizes the results of these previous studies.

Co-evolution in GP systems is the process of simultaneously evolving two separate program populations. With co-evolution, the fitness of programs in each program population is evaluated against a training population of selected individuals from the other program population. As co-evolution proceeds, the average fitness of individuals from each program population typically improves. Since new training cases are selected from the opposing population prior to the fitness evaluation of each generation of programs, the average fitness of
each training population simultaneously increases.

Miller [22] used genetic algorithms (GAs) to co-evolve strategies for playing the Repeated Prisoner's Dilemma game. Hillis [16] used GAs to simultaneously evolve the candidate solutions given a problem, as well as the training population used to evaluate those candidate solutions. The fitness of each element of the training population was proportionate to the difficulty it presented to the solution population. As the fitness of the solution population improved, training cases simultaneously evolved to identify weak points in those solutions. Angeline and Pollack [2] used GP to evolve optimized programs for playing the game of Tic Tac Toe (Naughts and Crosses). The fitness of each program was estimated by playing it against other programs from the same generation in a single elimination tournament. The use of a competitive fitness function contributed to the accelerated evolution of more robust best-of-run programs. Siegel [31] subsequently described a GP solution to the word sense disambiguation problem that exploited competition to adjust the probability that each element of a fixed training population was selected for inclusion in the training set for the next generation of programs.

Since the fitness landscapes of each population of co-evolutionary systems continuously change (a phenomenon known as the "Red Queen effect"), the behavior of such systems can be erratic [32] and difficult to analyze [6, 12]. Best-of-run programs produced by the co-evolution of closed program populations often fail to successfully generalize against competitors from outside the training population [19, 11]. Various modifications to the standard co-evolutionary model have been shown to improve the robustness of competitively evolved programs [10]. Co-evolution continues to be an important topic for ongoing GP research [7, 1, 21].

Luke [20] has pointed out that "the decision to randomize training cases primarily reflects trying to achieve a balance between generalization and difficulty in training. The appeal of randomizing one's training set is that it bolsters generalization during evolution". Luke and Spector identified a GP solution to the Wumpus World problem in which the fitness cases were changed only once per generation. Spector noted that the resulting best-of-run program effectively generalized to process previously unseen worlds, and pointed out one of the drawbacks of changing fitness cases during program evolution: "Changing fitness cases during the run can make it much more difficult to figure out what's going on during program evolution. We've gotten some really weird computational results ... that only begin to make sense when you start thinking about how GP is in this case simultaneously searching the space of programs and (randomly) the space of worlds. Bad programs can get 'lucky' fitness cases, and good programs can get 'unlucky'. Even if the same worlds are used across the entire generation, they may be particularly well-fitted to some particular weak strategies while presenting serious difficulties for stronger, more general strategies" [33]. McPhee reported similar results for various regression problems [23].

Gathercole and Ross [14] summarized GP systems that use comparatively small training populations to evolve solutions to various supervised learning classification problems. Their results indicated that GP could find better solutions with smaller population sizes and less computational effort by not using the entire training set to evaluate each generation [15]. Their GP system used Dynamic Subset Selection (DSS) to select a new subset of fitness cases prior to the evaluation of each generation of programs. DSS was shown to improve the average fitness of best-of-run programs, and consistently produced best-of-run programs exhibiting near-optimal performance [13]. The resulting best-of-run programs were more "robust" in that they were more likely to generalize well for previously-unseen test scenarios.

Daida et al [9] described a GP system that used dynamic selection of fitness cases to evolve programs for analysis of remotely sensed images. The amount of computation required to train the resulting GP system was significantly reduced by varying fitness cases during the course of each run. Bersano-Begey and Daida [4] described a methodology that divides complex tasks into subtasks, and checks for and supports the elimination of ambiguity within the set of fitness cases. Their preliminary results for the Wall Following Robot problem demonstrated that a non-exhaustive set of fitness cases can be systematically organized to produce robust best-of-run programs.

Each of these results supports the following conclusion: Changing the training population
during program evolution can significantly improve the performance of best-of-run programs during subsequent program testing.

3. Application to Missile Countermeasures Optimization

The MCO System [24] used GP to evolve programs that combine maneuvers with additional countermeasures (including chaff, flares, and jamming) to optimize aircraft survivability against attack by a single surface-launched anti-aircraft missile (SAM), in light of uncertainty about the type and/or current state of that missile. The MCO problem is a representative example of the more general task of identifying a methodology for strategy optimization under uncertainty. A GP solution to an abstracted, two-dimensional MCO problem known as the Extended Two-Dimensional Purser/Evader (E2DPE) problem (Figure 1) was introduced by Moore and Garcia [25].

The goal of the MCO System was to use GP to optimize aircraft survivability. The fitness of each program was evaluated by simulating several encounters between an F-16C aircraft evader [35, 18] and various types of SAM pursuers [8]. Prior to the start of each simulated encounter, the SAM used the initial state of the aircraft to predict an intercept point. The SAM was then launched at maximum thrust in the direction of the intercept point. If the aircraft failed to maneuver, the SAM destroyed the aircraft at (or very close to) the intercept point. If the aircraft maneuvered, the SAM relied upon the highly effective proportional navigation technique [37, 5] to pursue the aircraft. Proportional navigation caused the SAM to accelerate in the direction perpendicular the line-of-sight from the SAM to the aircraft; the magnitude of this acceleration was calculated by the equation

\[ n \lambda = N' V_c \left(\frac{d\lambda}{dt}\right) \]

where \( N' \) is a unitless designer-chosen gain known as the effective navigation ratio, and \( V_c \) is the closing velocity vector (the negative rate of change of the distance from the SAM to the aircraft). The time derivative of the line-of-sight angle \( \lambda \) is known as the line-of-sight rate. The effective navigation ratio for a given guidance system, also known as the guidance law gain, may be determined mathematically from a complex series of computations [3]; for practical guidance systems, optimal values for \( N' \) range between 3 and 5 [29].

The aircraft maneuvered by executing specific combinations of thrusting and turning forces in specific sequences. The optimal strategy for the aircraft was to combine maneuvers with ECM in a manner that maximized its survivability, regardless of its initial state and the relative launch position of the SAM. Note that by rotating the reference coordinate system at the launch site of the SAM, the initial SAM/aircraft line-of-sight angle \( \lambda_0 \) was considered constant for all SAM/aircraft pairs. For this reason, the only variables necessary to describe the initial configuration of each confrontation were the line-of-sight distance between the aircraft and the SAM, and the velocity vector of the aircraft at the time the SAM was launched.

As shown in Figure 1, each fitness case in the MCO System was identified by a unique combination of two floating-point values ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. The first value, from set J, identifies the initial line-of-sight distance from the SAM to the aircraft. If \( D_{\text{min}} \) and \( D_{\text{max}} \) denote the minimum and maximum effective launch distances for the SAM, then the initial line-of-sight distance \( d_0 \) for fitness case P may be calculated by the equation

\[ d_0 = D_{\text{min}} + (J_p \times \frac{D_{\text{max}} - D_{\text{min}}}{D_{\text{max}}}) \]

\( D_{\text{min}} \) and \( D_{\text{max}} \) depend upon the type of SAM. The second value, from set K, identifies the angle that the initial velocity vector of the incoming aircraft makes with the line-of-sight from the aircraft to the SAM. Let \( \Theta_0 \) denote this angle. If \( \Theta_{\text{min}} \) and \( \Theta_{\text{max}} \) denote the minimum and maximum initial value of \( \Theta \), then \( \Theta_0 \) for fitness case P may be calculated by the equation

\[ \Theta_0 = \Theta_{\text{min}} + (K_p \times \frac{\Theta_{\text{max}} - \Theta_{\text{min}}}{\Theta_{\text{max}}}) \]

To maintain the relative geometry illustrated in Figure 1, \( \Theta_{\text{min}} \) and \( \Theta_{\text{max}} \) described a range of values between 10 and 80 degrees. The magnitude of the initial aircraft velocity vector (its "speed") was assumed to be the equal to the F-16C's typical attack speed for each encounter; thus, each fitness case corresponded to a unique combination of one value from set J and one value from K.

The initial solution to the E2DPE problem [25] used fixed training populations - i.e., fixed values for sets J and K - to evolve best-of-run programs. To determine the impact of randomly changing the training population prior to the fitness evaluation of each generation of
programs, the MCO System was modified in three ways:

a) The modified system specified the initial aircraft/SAM line-of-sight distance by assigning to each fitness case a randomly generated J value in the [0.1, 0.9] interval continuum.

b) The modified system assigned to each fitness case a randomly generated K value in the [0.1, 0.9] interval continuum to specify the angle that the initial velocity vector of the incoming aircraft makes with the line-of-sight from the aircraft to the SAM.

c) The modified system randomly generated new set values for J and K immediately prior to the fitness evaluation of each generation of each run, using a finite, uniform distribution over possible values.

Since GP is a probabilistic optimization process, multiple runs are necessary to analyze the impact of specific changes to the GP methodology. To determine whether the brittleness of best-of-run programs evolved by the MCO System could be reduced by randomly generating a new training population prior to the fitness evaluation of each generation of programs, ten pairs of Training Runs were performed. Each pair of runs differed in only one respect: the first run used a fixed set of fitness cases, while the second run used a new set of randomly generated fitness cases to evaluate each generation of programs. All other conditions were identical for each pair of runs. Note that regardless of whether fixed or randomly generated training were used, the results of any given training run could be replicated by using an identical value for the random number seed [28].

Two different fixed training populations were created; Training Runs 1-5 used the first training population, while the second was used during Training Runs 6-10. Each of these fixed training populations was defined by the cross-product of values from sets J and K (as described above). 16 fitness cases were used during Training Runs 1-5, while Training Runs 6-10 used 32 fitness cases. To determine how well each best-of-run program generalized to handle arbitrary aircraft/SAM encounters, each program was subsequently tested against a large, representative fixed test population of SA-15 pursuers. The results of these tests, indicating the percentage of SAM attacks survived by an aircraft executing the maneuvers specified by the corresponding best-of-run program, are tabulated in Figure 2.

As these results indicate, best-of-run programs evolved using fixed fitness cases during Training Runs 6-10 frequently proved to be more brittle during subsequent testing than programs evolved using fixed fitness cases during Training Runs 1-5. In particular, programs optimized during Training Runs 7 and 9 survived a much smaller percentage of SAMs from the test population than any of the programs evolved during Training Runs 1-5. The poor performance of Training Runs 7 and 9 may be attributed to overtraining with a less representative fixed training population.

These test results suggest that the brittleness of best-of-run programs may be reduced by careful selection of the fixed fitness cases used to train the MCO System. For many GP applications involving complex and dynamic test environments, however, identification of a fixed training population suitable for evolving robust best-of-run programs can prove to be an extraordinarily complex task [9]. Preliminary experiments for the more sophisticated MCO problem of evolving programs that combine
maneuvers with additional countermeasures (such as chaff, flares, and jamming) under various conditions of uncertainty [27] appear to substantiate this claim.

A comparison of the mean and variance of MCO System test results is revealing. For fixed training cases, Tests 1-5 resulted in a mean aircraft survivability of 83.7% with a variance of 9.7%. When a new training population was generated prior to the fitness evaluation of each generation, however, Tests 1-5 resulted in a mean survivability of 82.8% and a variance of only 5.8%. Similarly, for fixed training cases, Tests 6-10 resulted in a mean fitness of 79.2% and a huge variance of 71.2%, while for randomly generated training populations Tests 6-10 resulted in a mean fitness of 86.1% and a variance of 9.5%. These results strongly suggest that variance in the fitness of best-of-run programs can be significantly reduced by changing the training population during program evolution.

Figure 2 also illustrates that the use of random fitness cases in Tests 1-5 did not appear to improve the mean fitness of best-of-run programs; the average survivability of programs evolved using either fixed or random fitness cases in Tests 1-5 differed by less than 1%. This result is attributed to the fact that the fixed training population of Training Runs 1-5 provided the MCO System with a reasonably accurate representation of the test environment. In contrast, the mean performance of programs evolved using randomly generated training sets during Training Runs 6-10 was nearly 7% better than that of programs evolved using fixed training sets, when subsequently tested against a large, representative test population. By randomly generating a new training population prior to the fitness evaluation of each generation of programs, the modified MCO System was able to overcome the potential lack of representativeness of the relatively small fixed training population [26]. The results of Tests 6-10 suggest that the new training methodology may also prove useful in improving mean program performance, potentially reducing the brittleness of best-of-run programs evolved for a variety of GP applications.

4. Generalization of Results

The results summarized above suggest that the brittleness of best-of-run programs evolved by GP systems can be reduced by creating a new training population of randomly generated fitness cases prior to the evaluation of each generation of programs. The methodology summarized in this paper is particularly beneficial when the corresponding fixed training population does not adequately represent the full range of difficult situations that may arise during subsequent program testing. Statistical analysis of results for the MCO System indicate a significant reduction in variance due to this approach to program training. Reduction in variance means that a much higher percentage of best-of-run programs are likely to represent sufficiently optimized solutions — i.e., the likelihood that GP will evolve a program that is incapable of exhibiting optimized performance will be significantly reduced. Improvement in the mean fitness of best-of-run programs indicates that this alternative training methodology can also help overcome the detrimental effects of using a small, less representative fixed training population. Future investigations into the MCO problem may be able to exploit formal methods of statistical inference [35] and analysis of variance [30] to identify more powerful training sets. These results, together with complementary results reported by other GP researchers (as summarized above), strongly encourage the application of this methodology to a wide range of complex strategy optimization problems.
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